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PLAYTIME is the global leader of creating unique customer experiences for indoor, outdoor, and water 
markets. We are experts in using entertainment environments to enhance the customer journey, providing 
distinctive, memorable experiences families can share together.

We are a Creative & Design agency innovating the world of play one project at a time.

All of PLAYTIME's creations are designed, produced, and shipped out of our 100,000 sq. ft. facility in 
Englewood, Colorado.

PLAYTIME REIMAGINED



The Play Times is one year old! We launched this 
publication at this time last year as a way to provide 
useful information and keep you up to date with what’s 
happening in the world of PLAYTIME. We hope you 
continue to enjoy the articles we are excited to share.

In the spirit of the New Year, this issue of The Play 
TTimes focuses on growth. Not just the growth of 
healthy children but also the growth of industries that 
rely on memorable customer experiences. 

In this issue we discuss the importance of play, why 
it’s underutilized and how to break that mold. With 
exciting plans of expansion within the UK, we are also 
entering new markets and demonstrating how play is 
positipositively impacting the customer experience.

Positive Growth 
Through Play
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PLAYTIME is constantly finding new ways to 
strengthen the customer experience. We do all we 
can to put a unique spin on every project we take 
on. The world of play is an exciting place to be and 
we look forward to exploring the possibilities of how 
we can positively impact the customer experience 
eeven more.

Jeff Evans
VP Sales & Marketing
jeff@playtime.com
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Not All Play is 
Created Equal 

by Rebecca Broadfoot, Project Manager

Outdoor Play Offers Major 
Developmental Benefits

Have you ever heard the expression, “That’s 
child’s play”? Usually meant to minimize the 

importance of an activity, the expression really has 

it all wrong because few things are as important 

as play in a child’s life. As children grow up to be 

future leaders in education, medicine, politics, and 

vvarious other fields, children’s play impacts our 

world in a tremendous way.

Why Play Matters

According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, 

“Play allows children to use their creativity while 

developing their imagination, dexterity, and 

physical, cognitive, and emotional strength. Play is 

important important to healthy brain development.” 

Furthermore, undirected play allows children to 

learn to navigate the social world for themselves 

in a relatively safe arena. They learn to approach 

others politely, negotiate desires, problem solve, 

and work in a group. They learn about the 

emotions of others, which fosters empathy. They 

also halso have the chance to practice compromise and 

sharing. All these skills will serve children well in 

future tasks and in critical relationships in their lives.

Moving Outdoors

Clearly, the role of play in the life of a child is far-

reaching, but not all play is created equal. An  
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opportunity to play outdoors, according to a recent 

Psychology Today article, encourages those same 

social skills as indoor play but extends learning even 

further outside the child’s limited daily boundaries. 

To engage with the environment by planting a 

garden or to fall in love with the earth by visiting a 

beautiful Nbeautiful National Park can change, for the better, 

the way a child feels about his world. The physical 

benefits are numerous too, with children soaking 

up life-sustaining vitamin D in the sunshine and 

moving their bodies to keep them fit and strong. 

An article earlier this month in the Albuquerque 

Journal names some other positive side effects of 

ououtdoor play, including reduced depression, 

improved eyesight, stronger bones, and better sleep. 

Reasons and Repercussions

If play is so great, why aren’t today’s kids doing 

very much of it? Partly because parents have 

become skilled at scheduling their children for a 

lot of activities. Parents are being encouraged 

by our culture and media to believe that their 

momost important role is to prepare their children 

to be adults as quickly as possible, and this rush 

to adulthood is having dire developmental 

consequences. For some, the pressure of 

growing up fast is leading to anxiety disorders 

and depression that can last a lifetime. In addition, 

the lack of outdoor playtime has reached what 

some some would call crisis proportions, and the

problem has a name: Nature Deficit Disorder. 
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Children find themselves stuck indoors all day for a 

variety of reasons. There are parental safety concerns, 

a huge increase of single parenthood and thus less 

schedule flexibility for outdoor play, and many children 

even prefer the indoors because they are accustomed 

to being plugged in—almost literally.

SolutionsSolutions

The solution is more play: undirected as well as adult 

guided, and outdoors when possible. Danielle Cohen 

of Childmind.org argues that nothing builds confidence; 

creativity; or physical, emotional, and mental strength 

like getting a child moving outdoors. Outdoor play also

reduces stress and fatigue in a developing brain and 

bodbody, and it's just fun. So, visit a playground, arboretum, 

or zoo. Take a walk or go for a swim. Plant a 

garden. Just get moving.

PLAYTIME recognizes that children need to play, 

explore, and move their bodies. That’s why we 

manufacture outdoor play equipment that is based 

on the physical and emotional developmental 

needs of childneeds of children in order to offer solutions to 

some of the struggles experienced by our future 

teachers and firefighters. Our team is composed 

of creative and artistic professionals using high 

tech innovation and a dash of old-fashioned fun 

to design the best play experiences we can to 

promote the best in every child we serve. At 

PLPLAYTIME, what we do is just child’s play. And we 

couldn’t be happier about that.



Make Your Hotel an Adventure 
For All Ages
by Jeff Williamson, Director of Business Development
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When you think of the hospitality industry, do you think 
of zip lining, rope courses, and rock walls? If so, then you 

are in tune with a rapidly emerging trend where these 

kinds of activities—and many more—are being offered to 

customers as an experience enhancing incentive. Today, 

hospitality organizations are competing to not only get 

people thpeople through the doors but enticing guests to remain 

on property once they are there. After all, the longer 

customers stay on site, the better the bottom line.

When It Comes to Returning Customers, You Cannot 
Beat Experiences 

Millennials may be leading the way, but the fact of the 

matter is that practically every age group is increasingly

ininterested in the experience rather than objects—or 

even luxury. Inherently wired to seek out new experiences, 

humans enjoy novelty, challenges, and thrills. This is the 

very reason amusement parks exist. However, in this era 

of experience, people expect these challenges and thrills 

to be available in a wider variety of places, minus the long

lines, and with more direct involvement than simply being 

sstrapped in and enjoying the ride. More and more, people 

want to do more things.

To improve the customer experience and gain more return

patronage and referrals, creating a unique, memorable 

experience that is shareable and personalized is essential. 

It’s especially important to be different from your local 

competitors. Consumers today are actually paying for 

momore than an adventure; they are paying for a memory—

a memory that includes laughter, a challenge, and 

the opportunity to share the joy of completing a 

new activity or one that defies daring.

What About the Kids?

Of course, many people aren’t able to fully enjoy 

these adult-appropriate activities when 

aaccompanied by their children. One parent may 

have to watch the children while the other enjoys

the more perilous grown-up activities alone. When 

this occurs, one of the most essential elements of 

having an experience—sharing that experience 

with someone else—is lost. A great way to ensure 

guests are getting the most out of your amenities, 

whether itwhether it’s an exercise room, a bar, a spa, a fancy 

restaurant, or adventure activity, is to provide 

families with a unique dedicated play area for their

children. After all, why should the adults have all 

the fun? 

"Today, hospitality organizations 
are competing to not only get 
people through the doors but 
enticing guests to remain on 
property once they are there."



Unique Themed Environments

Hotels or other lodging services such as Airbnb 

should strive to provide customers with more than 

a room to sleep in and a room of stationary bikes 

surrounded by a handful of hand weights. Attract 

more families to your hotel or resort with innovatively 

designed pldesigned play areas created specifically for your brand. 

PLAYTIME imaginatively custom designs and 

builds unique themed environments you will be 

proud to have as the centerpiece of your location 

and as a fun-filled focus for visiting tykes.
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PLAYTIME Eyeing Significant 
European Expansion
by Grant Sonju, Director of International Business Development





C apital & Regional, the UK community-focused shopping 
centre REIT, is teaming up with PLAYTIME to develop an 

118 square meter childrens area at The Exchange Ilford 

as the US play space group pushes on with expansion 

plans in Europe.

The ‘’Ilford Wild Cubs Freeplay” will be the first play area

tto be designed for the UK by the Denver-based group.

The play area at Ilford will have a Savanna wildlife theme 

and will form part of the shopping centres family zone 

which includes a new parent and baby room with private 

feeding rooms, toddler toilets, soft seating and play areas.

Capital & Regional and Playtime said they are 

developing plans for further bespoke play areas in 

“tailo“tailored family zones across the portfolio”.

Brooke Rowlings, Special Projects Manager, at Capital & 

Regional said: “A key part of our ‘community’ shopping 

centre strategy is to provide best-in-class family facilities, 

so that everyone can come and enjoy time together.

We are thrilled to be the first UK shopping centre to 

feature a modern Playtime installation, bringing together 

global beglobal best practice in terms of design and function. 

This eye-catching and distinctive facility at The Exchange 

Ilford is sure to be enjoyed by our younger visitors and 

families for many years to come.”

Julie Fitzsimmins, Director for Art Playtime Europe, said: 

“It’s been great working in collaboration with Capital & 

Regional to bring immersive experiences and new 

design concepts to their community shopping 

centres.”

“Working with our wonderfully creative Denver-

based designers, and the European delivery team, 

we will ensure that the play areas have a positive

impact on the impact on the centres’ performance, as well as 

deliver a whole host of family fun.”

“This project has been designed to work at scale to 

accommodate large numbers of children at peak 

times. It is also unique, and custom designed in a 

contemporary Savanna style to echo the work 

Capital & Regional has already completed on the 

ffamily room and facilities.”

The Exchange comprises over 90 retailers including 

Debenhams, M&S, TK Maxx, Next, H&M, New Look, 

Wilko, Pandora, Sports Direct, and more.
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Creating a New Jersey Shore



Recreation centers often serve as more than just 
a place for community residents to get a workout 

in or play racquetball. A deputy city manager 

described parks and recreation centers as “the 

core part of the fabric of the community.” They 

provide a space for people of all ages to not only 

impimprove themselves physically but also engage 

in social interaction.

The Louisville Recreation Center in Louisville, 

Colorado recognized their important place in the 

community and launched an expansion project 

in the summer of 2018 to better serve its members.

Peace of Mind: Essential for the Active Parent

LLouisville Recreation Center recognized that a 

significant portion of its adult members were 

parents with young children. For those parents

to be able to truly enjoy the facilities, they would 

need to be reassured that their children were 

happy at the center too. So, management made 

a point of including plans for classrooms, drop-in 

childcachildcare, family changing rooms, and an indoor 

play area in the expansion. PLAYTIME was 

brought in for the design, manufacturing, and 

installation of the indoor play area.

14

Play Area 
Adds Value to 
Louisville 
Recreation 
Center
by Kalani Napoleon, 
Manager of Project Operations
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Bringing the Great Outdoors… Inside

As a neighbor to the Rocky Mountains, Louisville 

residents brave Colorado snowstorms every year. 

The recreation center needed a space for children 

to play when the weather eliminated outdoor play 

from contention. PLAYTIME and Louisville worked 

ttogether to create a concept that would result in a 

bright and engaging play area where children could 

enjoy the “outdoors” all year long.

The Louisville Woodlands

Louisville Recreation Center had a 495 square foot 

space for their indoor play area. In that limited space, 

PLAYTIME was able to create a woodland themed 

plplay area featuring a tree tower with a climbing net 

and slide, crawl-through space with a unique turf 

surface, and friendly bear and fish elements. All of 

these pieces sit on top of creatively designed carpet 

with colors and textures to imitate grass, a pebbly 

shore, and water. This immersive space is completed 

by a full wrap-around mural that depicts multi-color 

ttrees, a blue Colorado sky, and rolling hills spotted 

with foliage. Louisville’s youngest members are 

transported to a beautiful scene where there is plenty 

to do! The play elements bring a challenge to every 

youngster who faces them, but parents can rest

assured that each piece is designed with safety in mind.



PLAYTIME and Architectural Partners

This project was one of many opportunities 

brought to PLAYTIME by an architecture firm. 

PLAYTIME relishes the chance to work as play 

area specialists in conjunction with architects and 

contractors. Louisville Recreation Center, the 

aarchitectural firm, and PLAYTIME worked together 

to make this creative concept a reality for the 

children at the recreation center today.

Recreation centers can be the beating heart of 

any community. But first, they have to provide 

space for members of all ages to be active and 

make friends. PLAYTIME is here to help.
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PLAYTIME and Louisville worked 
together to create a concept that would 
result in a bright and engaging play 
area where children could enjoy the 
“outdoors” all year long.



Retailtainment is the newest trend bringing together 
shopping and entertainment into one amazing 

experience. This concept is helping deliver meaningful 

in-store moments to customers, spanning across 

many verticals and creating excitement around the

in-store shopping experience. It’s a new way for 

rretailers to compete against the convenience of 

e-commerce. With every retail executive squarely 

focused on the customer experience, it’s time to 

consider how retailtainment could transform your 

spaces.

Retail Is Changing—Are You Keeping Up?

Retailers keep taking hits in the 21st century. Malls 

used used to be a hub of excitement with families, teens, 

and couples packing into these areas. These easy 

days of retail have long disappeared, challenged by 

powerful e-commerce brands like Amazon. Driving 

traffic to brick-and-mortar stores has become more

challenging, with retailers forced to be more creative 

to draw crowds back to their spaces. 

InInterestingly, today’s consumers are less invested in 

material things and more interested in experiences. 

A study by GfK, market research company, found 

that 59% of 20- to 29-year-olds and 57% of 30- to 39-

year-olds agree that experiences are more important 

than possessions. Shoppers need a good reason to 

visit a physical store. Shoppers want to avoid lines 

and having to sift through all the merchandise to find 

whwhat they need. So, retailers have to be able to 

enhance the experience and make it something 

enjoyable rather than something to dread.

Thus, it’s imperative that retailers make the shift from 

being entirely product-focused to being more 

experience-focused. Events and experiences in-store 

help generate buzz and get more people in the door. 

FurtheFurther, the moments captured by your shoppers can

easily be shared on social media too, helping your 

brand find its ways to many more consumers. 

Become a Destination

Retailtainment is helping malls and shopping centers 

transform. Shopping at these places now becomes a 

destination rather than just a trip to the mall. Shoppers 

can spend time shopping but also enjcan spend time shopping but also enjoy attractions 

and have fun with their families. 

Retailtainment Is Transforming 
the Shopper Experience
by Ryan Moats, Director of Marketing
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A major reinvention of the shopping mall is happening 

right now by adding entertainment zones like bowling, 

arcades, restaurants, and live entertainment. For 

example, the Las Vegas Container Park is a mixed-use 

retail open park that regularly has live music and 

events. Visitors can shop at the specialty stores, grab 

a ca craft beer, and listen to a band. Other retail centers 

have focused on sports as a way to lure in shoppers, 

offering everything from soccer fields to obstacle 

courses to virtual reality experiences. 

When Your Space Is Fun, Shoppers Stay Longer

Dwell time is vital in the retail space. Typically, the 

longer a shopper stays in your store, the more they 

pupurchase. When your shopping area offers experiences 

and fun for the whole family, nobody is rushing off. 

Along with traditional entertainment opportunities, 

some stores are building a sense of community as 

an experience, such as yoga days, popular with brands 

that sell athletic wear, or book stores inviting local 

authors in for events. It’s all about what will interest 

yyour customers and lead to engagement. 

Shopping Is Enjoyable Again for Parents and Kids

One of the biggest impediments to many parents 

shopping in-store is what to do with the kids or 

worrying about if they’ll behave for the duration of an 

outing. Kids have lots of energy. They don’t want to be

in a shopping cart or stroller. Retailers can make  

parents and kids happy by installing a play area. 

This creates a positive Return on Experience for 

shoppers who can let their kids play while they 

have longer to look at merchandise. 

These play environments are built to engage 

children and help them learn while having fun. It 
Cartoon style play area featuring elements 

from PLAYTIME's pre-designed Pick and 

Play collection.



also comes in handy during school breaks or when 

weather is inclement. Playing inside is always open! 

This family- and kid-friendly experience invites and 

welcomes shoppers. At PLAYTIME, we leverage 

the power of play and innovative design to create 

new value for your customers. PLAYTIME assists 

retailers with finding a new meaning for an old 

space. With years of experience and expertise, 

PLAYTIME is helping revolutionize the retail 

experience. Learn more about how PLAYTIME 

works with retailers today. 
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The Fascinating History 
of Playgrounds 
by Angie Spyke, Director of Sales Operations



We all remember spending summer days trying 
to conquer the monkey bars and seeing who 

could go the highest on the swings. Playgrounds 

not only create wonderful memories, but they 

also play a critical role in the social, cognitive, 

emotional, and physical development of children 

sstarting in early childhood. Designed as a 

cheerful place of enjoyment, the modern 

playground is brimming with a diversity of 

equipment. The best playgrounds function as 

natural tools for children to explore and develop 

resiliency. Playgrounds have been a part of 

children’s lives for more than a hundred years. 

UnderUnderstanding their fascinating history helps us 

to envision their future.

Earliest Playgrounds

Manchester, England, was the home of the very 

first playground, but German innovators receive 

credit for the overall idea. The goal was to 

encourage children to play safely and fairly with 

one anotheone another. In 1848, Henry Barnard sketched 

the first layout, which included a shaded area for 

teachers and a play area with wooden blocks, 

toy carts, and two rotary swings. Meanwhile, 

children in the U.S. played outdoors and even in 

the streets in sometimes dangerous conditions, 

and this was especially true in big cities. “Play 
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streets,” or streets largely ignored by road traffic,

flourished in urban neighborhoods as a safer area for 

children to play. Frustrated by the state of childrens 

affairs, in 1885, a group of women in Boston decided 

that children had a right to play in the dirt, and the 

sandbox concept appeared, then known as “sand 

gagardens.”

First American Playgrounds

The first real playground in America opened in 1887 

at Golden Gate Park in San Francisco. It offered the 

classic options: swings, slides, and a carousel. Then 

in 1912, criticism surfaced regarding certain playground 

equipment, and New York banned climbing structures 

ffor their city’s playgrounds. In a thriving era of 

industrialism and urbanization, playgrounds became a 

solution to cramped quarters, poor air quality, and 

social isolation. The idea of playgrounds as a platform 

for socialization, creativity, physical health, and 

emotional well-being was born. Keeping children off 

the streets and engaged in healthy activities was a key 

objectiobjective.

Mass Production and Regulations

Then, in the 1930s, adventure playgrounds became 

popular. Created on empty lots and offering tires and 

“junk” and a handful of play structures, they were a 

new and exciting option for children. This was until 

they began to collect unwanted junk over time. Into 

85%
Percentage of children
who wish they had easier
access to a local playground



the 40s and 50s, the Parks Department focused 

on playground reform: expanding spaces for 

organized and healthy play became a priority and 

was seen as a deterrent for miscreant behavior 

and a way to prevent injuries and other childhood 

problems. In the 1960s, playgrounds hit mass 

pproduction, and in the 1980s, child injury lawsuits 

began to pop up, prompting industry regulations 

and safety guidelines for playgrounds. Those 

regulations stipulated no sharp points or edges, 

gaps must measure less than 3.5 inches or more 

than 9 inches, and structures more than 30 inches 

high must be at least 9 feet apart

PLPLAYTIME Hits the Playground Scene

PLAYTIME was founded in 1998 and has been 

designing and manufacturing playgrounds across 

the globe ever since. A versatile design company 

known for its aesthetically impressive, safe, and 

educational play designs. PLAYTIME prides 

themselves on understanding how and why 

childchildren play. Our design team, a big group of 

overgrown kids, spends their days thinking up 

new ways to have fun and get creative with the 

most innovative play concepts possible. Always 

pushing the envelope, we take our play seriously!

After a long and interesting history, playground 

experts know that now is the time to let the children 

plplay and choose their own physical activities. 

PLAYTIME believes that multi-skills playgrounds 

foster growth that enhances abilities in nearly every 

aspect of life. Here at PLAYTIME, we hope to ensure 

that future adult-children playground designers will 

continue our legacy of offering over-the-top fun 

geared toward developing the whole child.
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Our design team, a big group of 
overgrown kids, spends their days 
thinking up new ways to have fun and 
get creative with the most innovative 
play concepts possible. Always pushing 
the envelope, we take our play seriously!



The Contributors
for this Edition
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Ryan brings creativity and an emphasis on the customer journey 
to PLAYTIME. He and his team are responsible for the marketing,
communication, and business development efforts for PLAYTIME. 
In addition to strategic business development efforts, Ryan directs 
media relations, branding, advertising, and website development.

Ryan Moats
Director of Marketing at 
PLAYTIME

Kalani specializes in turning dreams into reality. As the Manager 
of Project Operations, Kalani ensures PLAYTIME projects are 
installed on scope, on time, and on budget. Kalani fosters an 
environment of teamwork and makes sure designs are clearly 
defined while overseeing performance and maintaining timelines. 
His strong communication and client service skills enhance 
PLPLAYTIME’s process-driven management philosophy.

Kalani Napoleon
Manager of Project 
Operations at PLAYTIME

Jeff is responsible for strategic development and growth in 
PLAYTIME’s Amusement, Fitness, and Restaurant segments. Jeff’s 
go-to market strategies and initiatives have been instrumental in 
PLAYTIME’s growth and performance over the past seven years. 
He has a proven track record of helping businesses improve their 
overall customer experience through the implementation of 
ccustom play areas.

Jeff Williamson
Director of Business 
Development at PLAYTIME

Rebecca's role is to manage the production and installation of 
immersive play areas for PLAYTIME accounts. Her attention to 
detail and industry knowledge ensure every play area is installed 
on-scope, on-time, and on-budget. From start to finish, Rebecca 
oversees the project and assures that every detail from quality to 
installation reflects the theme and customer's goal for their play 
aarea.

Rebecca 
Broadfoot
Project Manager at 
PLAYTIME

As a mother, Angie knows first hand the importance of  play as an 
essential part of healthy childhood growth and development. As 
the Director of Sales Operations, Angie takes on various respons-
ibilities including leading teams accountable for proposals and 
new project initiatives. She also redesigned the Sales Operations 
model to better support the overall PLAYTIME business.

Angie Spyke
Director of Sales Operations 
at PLAYTIME

Grant is responsible for leading international sales efforts as 
well as strategy development initiatives for PLAYTIME. Grant 
has a successful track record of managing multi-national sales 
teams and implementing custom play areas all over the world.  
With more than 20 years of international experience and a 
deep understanding of global cultures, Grant is able to bring 
the benefits of plthe benefits of play to children across the globe.

Grant Sonju
Director of Int’l Business 
Development at PLAYTIME
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